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Abstract: European policies acknowledge cities’ major roles in building greener and just urban habi-
tats. When rethinking cities’ spatial organisation, the call is for creating better liveability conditions at
the level closest to citizens. In this frame, research into the impacts of COVID-19 has led to a revival
of neighbourhood planning and the 15-Minute City has been proposed as a successful model for
cities’ recoveries in the name of regained proximity to collective facilities. This article questions the
long-lasting neighbourhood image that the 15-Minute City refers to, by exploring recent experiences
that renewed its application. We begin with a literature review, and then develop an evidence-based
approach to a deeper analysis of policy design and implementation focusing on the Italian city of
Milano. Discussion and conclusions highlight critical issues and potentials of the 15-Minute City. If
the threat is that of a simplified and rhetorical use of this idea, its ability to gather plural actions under
an appealing flagship can be a powerful driver for urban regeneration policies. However, being
more than just a reproducible spatial model, the 15-Minute City needs to be handled as a complex
planning device, whose effective implementation depends on the specific characteristics of the urban
environments it applies to and on the strong intertwining of different policy fields and tools.

Keywords: green and just recovery; 15-Minute City; neighbourhood planning; proximity; urban
policies; planning tools; Milano

1. Introduction

Cities are facing a triple crisis: “tackling the health impacts of COVID-19; dealing
with the climate and ecological emergency; and addressing social and economic inequality.
Despite these challenges, cities have the potential to become a major driving force for a
green and just recovery in Europe—provided that they are actively involved in the decision-
making process from the beginning” [1]. These key messages underpin the urban agenda
the European Union has relaunched for the 2021–2027 programming period: from the
European Green Deal strategy (EGD) [2]; to the post-pandemic funds delivered by the
NextGenerationEU and the Recovery and Resilience Facility instruments [3]; up to the
New European Bauhaus initiative (NEB), created to support the transformation of the built
environment and urban spaces from a local and community co-designed perspective [4].
This wide-ranging policy framework aims to tackle climate change by cutting EU emissions
to net-zero by 2050 and by fostering the transition towards sustainable, safe, and just social
and economic growth.

Cities play a pivotal role in the ‘green and just recovery’ for outstanding reasons. In
the EU-27 territories, urban settlements with more than 50,000 inhabitants are estimated
to produce 36% of greenhouse gas emissions; in 2050, Europe’s level of urbanisation
is expected to increase to approximately 83.7%, and cities will host nearly 85% of the
European population. Cities are also hubs of innovation and social engagement; here
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65% of climate mitigation actions and about 90% of climate adaptation measures are
being implemented [5–7]. The EU flagship mission Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities is
specifically conceived to apply the EGD at the local level, by helping 100 cities reach climate
neutrality by 2030 and providing concrete examples for the EU to follow.

The requested quality of transformations goes far beyond environmental and tech-
nological solutions, encompassing a complex ecological approach where the eco-friendly
performance of urban habitats, healthy living, energy and resource efficiency, sustainable
mobility, balanced social and economic growth and the renewal of urban planning and
governance intertwine [8–10]. The assumption is that long-term systemic change cannot
only rely on macro-level innovation. To achieve fast results, improved technical capabilities
and adequate financial resources are also needed on a local scale. The quest is for effective
adaptation in everyday lifestyles and consumption patterns, and for a consistent reorgani-
sation of the functionalities and uses of urban spaces. Following the maxim ‘Think Global
Act Local’, and under the quest for location-based responses, radical change is understood
as being strongly dependant on the evolution of city administrations’ routines away from
the traditional silo-based approach and towards a cross-cutting and citizen-driven way of
operating [11].

1.1. Green and Just Recovery Searching for Spatial Models

Today, when reaffirming the crucial role that has long been played by urban cen-
tres, some novelties emerge from policy strategies and research debates. In the face of a
transition that is perceived as urgent, the language of general guidelines and goals that
still characterises UN and EU agendas [12–15], and the showcase of good practices de-
veloped as a result of former EU projects, e.g., [16,17], are supported by proposals for
‘new urban models’. Namely, approaches to sustainable urban regeneration that can be
replicated to provide a direct reference both for capacity-building actions addressed to
public administrations and for a quick implementation of pilot projects [18–21].

These models share some common features: (i) they consist of spatialised interven-
tions that, from single urban sectors and through local communities’ involvement, can
be upscaled to rethink the whole city’s organisation; (ii) each time by emphasising the
principles of a city that is car-free and walkable, compact, and as neutral as possible with
regard to the use of resources, they all convey a potential to bring together many fields
of action (climate adaptation, soft mobility, renewal of spaces and facilities, restoration of
natural capital, circular and social economies, positive energy districts); (iii) they showed
effectiveness when enacted in reaction to the sanitary crisis.

The most-recurring models include the realisation of well-distributed pedestrian-
friendly zones such as the Superblocks (Superilles) in Barcelona, a programme started in 2016
from the temporary pedestrianisation of public spaces in between building blocks that is
now spreading through the city to create a stable network of green hubs and squares [22,23];
the somewhat similar Healthy Street Approach and the Low Traffic Neighbourhoods plan,
implemented in London as a pillar of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy (2018) with the aim of
improving air quality, reducing congestion, and helping to make the city districts greener,
healthier, and more attractive places [24,25]; the Doughnut model [26], taken as the guiding
principle of Circular Economy Strategies such as the one launched in 2020 in Amsterdam to
create new economies based on the reuse of raw materials and as a driver for the renewal of
the existing built environment [27]; the 15-Minute City (with its many variations), adopted
as a key element of the political programme that led to the re-election of Anne Hidalgo as
the mayor of Paris in 2020.

Today, due to its allusion to comprehensive spatial regeneration, the 15-Minute
City stands out as the model with the greatest media impact and as the one that is
the most widely used as a reference for short- and long-term post-COVID urban action,
not only at different institutional levels but also among large professional and financial
networks e.g., [28–31].
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1.2. The 15-Minute City Model: Issues and Questions

In 2016, Carlos Moreno—the Sorbonne professor who introduced “la ville du quarte
d’heure”—described it as the way to “un nouveau chrono-urbanisme”, where time and
space dimensions find a synthesis on the basis of a critique of car-centred planning and its
effects on the separation of urban zones [32]. The city’s rearrangement into neighbourhoods
according to four main criteria (“la proximité, la mixité, la densité, l’ubiquité”), based on the
extensive use of information and communication technologies and active and sustainable
mobility (walking, cycling, and public transport), is proposed as a solution for making
collective facilities available in less than 15 min and as a prospect for rethinking urban
contexts after the pandemic [33–35].

The 15-Minute City’s core principles are: “residents in every neighbourhood have
easy access to goods and services, particularly groceries, fresh food, and health care; every
neighbourhood has a variety of housing types, of different sizes and levels of affordability,
to accommodate many types of households and enable more people to live closer to where
they work; residents of every neighbourhood can breathe clean air, free from harmful air
pollutants, and there are green spaces for everyone to enjoy; more people can work close
to home or remotely, thanks to the presence of smaller-scale offices, shops and hospitality
outlets, and co-working spaces” [36]. As Moreno highlights, at the heart of “la ville du
quarte d’heure” is a mix of urban and social functions used to create a vibrant space within
neighbourhoods according to concepts that can be replicated, such as fractals, across the
entire city [37].

The 15-Minute City’s strength can be acknowledged in it being as clear in its aims as it
is capable of bringing together a plurality of spatial dimensions relating to the well-being
of people and the environment. It can be adopted as a manifesto: a metaphor that is easy to
communicate, is immediate, and is holistic, but apparently not too revolutionary to deeply
challenge the cities’ organisation, and achievable with efforts that are within the reach of
local governments. Another motivation for its political appeal is that it theoretically ensures
a way of addressing rising concerns over environmental pollution and climate change by
an intuitive rubric of local actions that inhabitants can test against their own experiences.

The other side of the coin is, however, the risk of reducing city life complexities to the
proximity of some functions (mobility, dwelling, work, education, healthcare, commerce,
and entertainment), and the topics of environmental, social, and economic transition to a
vague image of a ‘polycentric city’, where ‘complete’ and ‘self-sufficient’ neighbourhoods
should provide solutions to all dwellers’ basic needs. In fact, the translation into practise of
this idea strongly depends on local circumstances, social habits, existing spatial, adminis-
trative, and urban policies’ frameworks, and the threat of the segregation and isolation of
some neighbourhoods and city sectors should not be eluded [38,39].

The aim of this article is to question these issues. To what extent does the idea of a
15-Minute City foster innovative interpretations of the long-lasting tradition of neighbour-
hood planning? If the city with a few minutes’ proximities lends itself to be taken as a ‘new’
spatial model with a character of reproducibility [40], it more or less directly refers to a
number of planning theories that have been developed between the nineteenth and the
twentieth centuries as a reaction to the anguish felt by the effects of the indefinite growth of
a city and the fear of its disappearance [41]. An anguish and a fear that have persisted up
to the present. The solutions produced over time by this rich array of ideas and practices
provide clues to go beyond the fascination with the model and to highlight the limits of its
today’s partial readings, as well as its possible evolutionary perspectives. Dismissing the
15-Minute City as dejà vu would in fact itself be reductive, if nothing else because it has
been a long time since an ‘idea of the city’ with strong spatial characterisation had enjoyed
such widespread success.

Starting from these hypotheses, and through an extensive review of research, institu-
tional, and grey literature, the second section of this article builds a double excursus: on the
one hand, the investigation of pandemic-related international policy debate and of recent
planning experiences allow us to analyse the extent to which the revival of neighbourhood
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planning inherent in the 15-Minute City can address the construction of overall city visions;
on the other hand, the recall of some of its historical roots emphasises issues that are still
open to debate.

The third section provides methodological inputs to address these topics. Questioning
the nexus between neighbourhood planning and proximity helps focus some research
hypotheses on the exploration of the 15-Minute model’s impact on contemporary cities’
regeneration. The assumption is that a better evaluation of its concrete influence on urban
governance needs a critical, contextual, and evidence-based analysis of urban policies as
multi-level and multi-field combinations of political discourse and planning and design
tools, and their translation into action. By using the Italian city of Milano as a case study,
the fourth section develops this type of analysis. The choice of Milano is motivated by the
recurrent use of the image of a city made of neighbourhoods; recently connected to the
15-Minute City’s aims, this image has played a driving role in the construction of urban
planning for more than a decade, showing multifaceted and questionable connections with
urban policies, projects, and regulatory mechanisms.

Finally, the article closes with some reflections on the need for more careful handling
of a city model whose novelty is in fact only partial, on the questions the 15-Minute City
raises for concrete change in urban planning and governance, and on its effectiveness in
supporting new urban regeneration perspectives.

2. Literature Review. The 15-Minute City and the Appeal of Neighbourhood Planning

Many ‘false neologisms’ have been recently coined to call for a radical change in life in
cities and on our planet.

The European Green Deal (EGD) and the Recovery and Resilience Plans (RRP) remind
us of previous Keynesian huge public financing operations: the New Deal launched by US
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt as a countermeasure to the Great Depression after the
1929 financial crisis; the European Recovery Plan (the so-called ‘Marshall Plan’, 1948–1951),
also promoted by the United States to revive economic production in Western Europe
after World War II. The aim is to emphasise the enormous public investment, albeit largely
non-reimbursable [42], implemented by the EU to tackle climate crisis and reverse the social
and economic fallout of the pandemic. Similarly, the New European Bauhaus (NEB) alludes
to the historical Bauhaus created in 1919 “at a moment of deep transformation—towards
the modern societal and industrial era. [ . . . ] Like one hundred years ago, the question of
innovative materials remains key”, as well as that of a transdisciplinary and human-centred
approach to make urban environments more sustainable and inclusive and of high aesthetic
and functional quality [43] (p. 4).

It is, therefore, no coincidence that with the onset of COVID-19, the impacts of climate
change, and the need for fast recovery, the 15-Minute City’s focus on neighbourhood scale,
the accessibility of spaces used in daily life, and on healthy behaviours has been appreciated
as a directly usable response.

However, the risk of adopting “generic, anonymous, abstract formulas” is “to dilute
meanings, to blunt their expressive tips, to extinguish every spark that sprouts from the
clash of words with new circumstances” [44] (p. 66). The locution 15-Minute City shares
this danger if taken as a mechanically applicable solution, with generalisable and self-
evident positive outcomes, but with no regard for the different conditions with which
it presently interacts, and for the reasons and implications of the persistent reference
over time in the planning discourse to the organisation of new and existing cities into
neighbourhoods. Namely, spatial (and social) units whose layout and dimensions are
conceived as ‘compliable’ and ‘compatible’ with defined liveability criteria, lifestyles, and
people’s needs—all factors that are changeable and that are often affected by planning and
policy choices according to a complex set of loosely determined interconnections [45].
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2.1. An Urban Recovery Perspective: A City Made of Neighbourhoods

Today, achieving “safer, more resilient, sustainable and inclusive cities” [12] is the
goal shared by the world’s most important organisations. However, this target still seems
far from being achieved [46,47]. The dynamics triggered by the pandemic are those of a
“syndemic”: not only they have resulted in adverse disease interactions (either biological,
social or behavioural) [48,49], but they have also amplified previous social and economic
inequalities, as well as long-lasting inefficiencies in the provision of urban services. On
a global scale, dynamic and interconnected urban settlements have been the epicentre,
becoming a litmus test for the acceleration of imbalances and fragilities related to the poor
maintenance of public spaces and facilities (e.g., schools, health and social services, and
transport), high levels of air pollution, inadequate work and housing accommodation,
and the vulnerability of larger parts of the urban population (e.g., due to age and gender,
physical and health conditions, social and family circumstances) [50]. At the same time,
restrictions on social interactions and travel have forced urban dwellers to fulfil their daily
needs within spatial boundaries that could be independently reached, urged municipalities
to temporarily adapt city spaces to allow for physical distance, and limited the use of
private vehicles.

In this situation, several international policy briefs have explicitly proposed the
15-Minute City as a solution for rebalancing the supply of urban opportunities, by counter-
acting “de-densification”, urban sprawl, and the further consumption of environmental
resources [51] (p. 28). Planning for “self-sufficient neighbourhoods or ‘15-Minute compact
city neighbourhoods’” has been identified as one of the medium- and long-term interven-
tions needed to ensure an “equitable distribution of essential services, roads and public
space” [52] (p. 3). This is in line with the motto “Healthy Places Healthy People” [53],
which emphasises that the availability of infrastructures and equipment for active mobility
and social interaction should be understood as a service itself [54]. Other important roles
given the 15-Minute City include being a tool for “regaining a sense of belonging” to
places, for developing new forms of “proximity economy” [43] (p. 8), and rethinking good
urban design from the inclusive and collaborative perspective of “people-smart sustainable
cities” [55] (p. 3).

In the meantime, many local administrations—being on the frontline of the health
crisis—have resorted to short-term interventions, though continuing to search for strate-
gies that can ‘prepare’ public policies to structurally but swiftly cope with emergency
conditions [56–58]. In addition to Paris, a large number of cities around the world have
implemented actions under the banner of the ‘15-minutes’ proximity or, in more gen-
eral terms, by applying the principles of a measurable closeness to a large mix of urban
functions [35,59–61]. C40—a network of mayors from nearly 100 world-leading cities en-
gaged in climate adaptation—has been a sounding board for the dissemination of these
experiences [62]. The fourth section of the 2022 UNECE Forum of Mayors was dedi-
cated to “Sustainable urban planning, the 15-minute city and smart urban development
solutions” [63].

However, only some planning practices—many having been implemented before
the pandemic—fully express the assumption of this model when building overall visions
for the renewal of existing settlements (or for the designs of new ones), and consider
neighbourhoods as the main components of decentralised but interconnected urban struc-
tures. The following reference to well-known examples aims to show the variation in the
time and spatial metrics of proximity in different contexts (Complete Neighbourhoods,
20-Minute Neighbourhoods, Local Life Circle parameters), as well as in their impact on
multi-level tools and policies (dealing with healthy and green connections, density, poly-
centric regional planning).

“Complete Neighbourhoods”: towards a healthy and green interconnected city. The use of
“Complete Neighbourhoods” dates back to the Portland Plan (2012) drawn in response to
the city’s most pressing challenges (low high school graduation rates, income disparities,
and environmental concerns). The Plan integrated three strategies (“Thriving Educated
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Youth”, “Economic Prosperity and Affordability”, “Healthy Connected City”). “Complete
Neighbourhoods” are the pillar of the third and most spatialised strategy. Neighbourhoods
are measured through an accessibility index based on the percentage of the population
living within 20 min walking distance from fundamental amenities (grocery store, park,
full-service community centre, elementary school). The Plan strengthens the concentration
in these specific sites of businesses and services, healthy food, and their accessibility by
foot, wheelchair, bike, and public transit. On a larger scale, neighbourhoods are the cores of
a green city network: “habitat connections” among natural areas; “greenways” (pedestrian
and bike-friendly green streets and trails in between neighbourhoods’ collective facilities);
and “civic corridors” (roads and public transport linking neighbourhoods to each other and
to the city centre and providing space for stormwater and other nature-based solutions) [64]
(Figure 1a). For its capacity to combine strategic thought with operational outputs, the
image of a city made of neighbourhoods can be found again in the Climate Action Plan
(2015), where one of the objectives was to reach 80% of residents living in complete neigh-
bourhoods by 2030 [65]; and in the 2035 Comprehensive Plan (2020), designed to address
future development, the involvement of local communities, and the coordination of policies
across city bureaus and with regional and state agencies [66] (Figure 1b).
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“20-Minute Neighbourhoods”: drivers for density and diversity. The concept ‘density plus
diversity’ has addressed the vision for the Melbourne metropolitan area, with the purpose
of governing urban and demographic growth, preserving the character of city districts, and
contrasting sprawl in peri-urban sectors. “Living locally—20-Minute Neighbourhoods” is
among the principles of the Plan Melbourne 2017–2050 (2017). The criteria for defining
neighbourhoods are: density levels of around 25–30 dwellings per hectare; and walkable
catchments of 800 m from home to local activities and back. These features are paired with a
planned local mixture of land uses. The system of neighbourhoods offers a framework for a
number of urban policies: new housing; improvement of the transport system, walking and
cycling routes; networking of new and existing health and education precincts, community
services, and local parks [67]. In 2018, the Ministry of Planning launched the “20-Minute
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Neighbourhoods” pilot programme to first test this model in some existing middle ring
settlements, where opportunities for the densification of housing and facilities, sustainable
mobility, and the establishment of community partnerships were identified [68] (Figure 2).
In 2021, a new version of the Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines was delivered to
further consider neighbourhoods as a spatial scale and setting for public and private
interventions in urban renewal and development areas [69].
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“Local Life Circle”: a plural metric for polycentric urban and regional planning. In Asian
countries, the definition of spatial units according to the “Local Life Circle” model and
the reachability of daily services has a long tradition as well. The recent urban and re-
gional master plans for many Chinese cities and their decentralised expansions (e.g.,
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Beijing, Chengdu, Baoding, and the Hebei Province) include this ap-
proach [70–72]. The Local Life Circle refers to the walking parameters that vary in relation to
different levels of services, population, and building densities (here, generally, much higher
than in the western cities): 15 min defines the movements within the district about where
to live and work, and 10 and 5 min define the daily limits of the community and dwelling
spheres (Figure 3). Within each time/space span, there is a planned mix of uses, facilities,
transport, road infrastructures, and number of residents that is mainly defined according to
quantitative and functional standards. In response to the effects of COVID-19 [73] and after
the release in 2021 of the Chinese Ministry of Natural Resources’ Design Guidelines for
Community Life Circle (where 15-Minute pedestrian-scale neighbourhoods are specifically
referred to) [74], today these spatial units are increasingly considered key elements for or-
ganising polycentric and collaborative metropolitan areas into hierarchical systems of new
and existing cities, towns and villages, and their governments. As it happens in Shanghai,
where the 15-Minute Life Circle had already been proposed in 2016 by the Community
Planning Guidelines of the City Master Plan [72], this multi-scale perspective is now a focus
of the Master Plan 2017–2035 [75], combined with the idea of a smart city, the rethinking of
local retail, and the development of e-commerce [76].
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Other experiences show how building long-lasting transformations through the use of
a chrono-urbanism approach can also be the outcome of processes that place themselves
in between sectoral and ‘soft’ interventions (e.g., temporary pedestrianisation and tactical
transformations of urban spaces) and the incremental definition of a new overall city
strategy and set of integrated policies. As an example, the cases of Bogotá and Paris can be
viewed from this perspective.

“Barrios Vitales”: from temporary pedestrianisation to a “30-Minute City Strategy”. In
Bogotá, temporary interventions in street spaces have become a tool for an extensive
city regeneration based on community participation. Following the Barcelona’s Superilles
footsteps, the project Barrios Vitales (Vital Neighbourhoods) was launched in 2020 by the
Secretaría de Movilidad of the City both to promote the street reallocations for walking,
cafés and other people-focused uses during the pandemic, and to integrate pedestrian
and cycle-priority roads with green corridors [78–80]. The draft of the new Plan de Or-
denamiento Territorial 2022–2035 (POT) released in 2021 assigned a stable role to these
interventions; as the mayor Claudia Lopez Hernandez announced, one goal is to develop a
“30-Minute City Strategy” (the parameter highlights the combination of public transport
with walking and cycling modes) [81] by taking neighbourhoods and their interconnec-
tions as a spatial reference for the upgrading of public spaces and the reduction of traffic
congestion and emissions [82]. Starting from the Barrios Vitales, the POT will also expand
the city’s metro and cable car/aerial tram lines [83] as well as make provisions for housing
densification and the protection of green spaces.

“La ville du quarte d’heure”: a node and a label for urban policies. The Parisian ville du
quarte d’heure itself can be seen as both embedded in previous policies and recently used
as an ‘umbrella concept’, helping synthesise a variety of projects that can be implemented
at different times and with different degrees of intervention. After the United Nations
Climate Change Conference held in Paris in 2015, in her former mandate the mayor Anne
Hidalgo had already launched Paris Respire (Paris Breathes), a ‘tactical’ measure for banning
motorised traffic from certain districts on Sundays and holidays. During the pandemic
and up to the present, these car-free days have made more public space available, while
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improving air quality [84]. Apart from the immediate benefits, their importance also lies in
being part of a broader set of planning instruments and actions addressed to make Paris
a 100% cycle-friendly city by 2026 (Plan Vélo, 2015, 2021) [85], the capital of sustainable
development, the greenest city in Europe by 2030, and carbon neutral by 2050 (Plan Climat,
2018) [86,87]. In the frame of these visions, during COVID-19, Carlos Moreno’s concept
happened to be particularly effective to communicate the idea of the city’s fast recovery.
In fact, la ville du quarte d’heure acts as a label for an extensive programme addressed to
rethink Paris’ urban amenities by focusing on the local facilities that played a pivotal
social role during the pandemic (schools, squares, streets, places for culture and sports,
commerce), and on neighbourhoods as government/governance units (arrondissements)
where the Pacte de proximité (pact of proximity) provides a community interface and serves
as a decentralised financing tool for municipalities within the metropolitan area [88,89].

This excursus highlights how the recurrent focus on the tactical and temporary,
episodic and reversible characteristics of some ‘pandemic interventions’ carried out under
the flagship of the ‘15/20/30-Minute City’ (e.g., pop-up bike lanes, street uses for commer-
cial activities) [90,91] has often overshadowed the more radical approaches, strategies, and
structural actions (on spaces, planning tools, and urban policies) that the implementation of
this neighbourhood-based model implies. If it is taken seriously, and not as the banner for
the return to a ‘new normal’ that ongoing crises make an oxymoron. From the perspective
of a rethinking of city forms and ways of urban living, the need is, therefore, to better
understand whether and how this model effectively helps go beyond a mere juxtaposition
of single transformations; in this sense, looking back on some past planning theories could
be useful.

2.2. In the Background: Looking for a Good Urban Dimension

The spatial principles of the 15-Minute City—proximity, diversity, density, and ubiq-
uity [35]—are not original goals for town planning. This model takes many references
from past experiences; it re-actualises the legacies of the design ideas that, often linking
city visions with site-specific projects, have been engaged in a discussion on ‘good city
form’ [92] and right-sizing. Pivoting urban organisation toward defined spatial units—where
essential services, green spaces, and places to live, work and for social interaction can be
easily and quickly reached with slow mobility—responds to the long-lasting search for
a ‘proper dimension’ aimed at “an urban life that is at the same time healthy, beautiful,
comfortable and economical” [93] (p. 13).

One of the first answers can be found in the Plan Cerdà for the expansion of Barcelona
(1859) [94], where the orthogonal grid became the symbol of territorial equivalence, the
equitable distribution of services [95], and a balanced relationship between built and open
spaces to be pursued in each city block. A precise metric ruled the location of new facilities
through the progressive aggregation of blocks. The school, together with the church and
the barracks, were the basic amenities of the most minute of these aggregations consisting
of 25 city blocks [96] (p. 101). However, attention to the local settlement dimension and
its amenities was only one aspect of this complex project that “was multi-scalar, ranging
from housing floor plans to metropolitan infrastructure and everything in between” [97]
(p. 125). The ideas of territorial equivalence and unlimited replicability of the urbanisation
matrix proposed by the Plan Cerdà are also the characteristics of other urban utopias—
such as Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre City (1932–35) and its indefinitely extended and
ubiquitous character of a ‘city-country’ [98–100]—showing a tendency to isotropy that
today finds translation and new design fields in the landscapes of urban sprawl [101]. On a
local scale, the spatial potential of Cerdà’s framework and of the qualifying relationships
between vias and intervias—despite the internal building saturation of the blocks—returned
to reveal itself in their outward reversal, recently promoted by the Superilles programme.
In this last and ongoing experience, the superblocks—aggregations of 3 × 3 city blocks
removed from traffic—recolonise the grid according to a principle of redistribution of
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pedestrian-friendly public spaces on a neighbourhood scale in a way that is not so far from
the original compositional tension and properties of Cerdà’s project.

In Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City (1902), the controlled size of settlements
(32,000 inhabitants)—framed in a scheme of city growth by complete nuclei—was the
condition that could provide the advantages of both the city and the countryside as well
as a close proximity to services and spaces for housing and work [102]. The result was
an integrated and cooperative urban system organised into clusters (the distinct Garden
Cities) with characteristics of self-sufficiency as a whole and, at least partially, in its sub-
articulations (the six sectors composing each Garden City in its diagrammatic layout) [103].

Leading from garden cities to new towns, the idea of an urban expansion made of
complete nuclei finds an intermediate output in the coding of the Neighborhood Unit,
whose properties were set by Clarence Perry in the Regional Plan of New York and Its
Environs (1929). The Neighborhood Unit is the basic element of a settlement organised into
integrated local entities of dwellings and pedestrian-accessible facilities. It is noteworthy
that this micro-compositional solution was proposed not only to shape new peripheral
expansions (“Applying the Unit Scheme in the Suburbs”, chapter IX), but also to in-
tervene in pre-existing situations (“Replanning Central Deteriorated Areas”, chapter X;
“The Unit Scheme as an Aid to Existing Neighborhood Communities”, chapter XI) [104].
Thus, Perry’s Neighborhood Unit was understood as a tool both for urban development
and redevelopment.

A city composition of local settlement units being defined by internal relationships of
proximity returns even in the urban region representation in the County of London Plan
(1943) (maps entitled “Social and functional analysis, central area” and “London social
and functional analysis”), and in the Greater London Plan (1944) (table “Social groupings.
Diagrammatic analysis of the centre of the region”) [105,106]. The County of London Plan
stated that “Recognition of the existing community structure of London must be implicit
in any main reconstruction proposals”. The Plan also stated that “The Plan we submit
contemplates the conservation or creation of communities which would be divided into
smaller neighbourhood units of between 6000 and 10,000 persons related to the elemen-
tary school and the area it serves. [ . . . ] Each unit would need a neighbourhood centre,
perhaps focused around the school”, and that “The communities themselves consist of a
series of sub-units, generally with their own local shops and schools, corresponding to
neighbourhood units”. In addition, and significantly, that Plan stated that “The proposal
is to emphasise the identity of the existing communities, to increase their degree of segre-
gation, and where necessary to reorganise them as separate and definite entities. The aim
would be to provide each community with its own schools, public buildings, shops, open
spaces, etc.” [105] (pp. 9, 21, 26, 28). However, even in this case, the local dimension was
only one of the multiple spatial levels the plan dealt with in the reorganisation of London’s
settlements and in the definition of the compositional criteria for its expansion and regional
decentralisation [107].

Starting with the new towns implemented in England and America [108,109], further
applications of these principles will be pursued. This process will bring their reinterpreta-
tion by the Urban Task Force led by Richard Rogers during Tony Blair’s government [110]
and by the New Urbanism movement [111], up until their most recent developments [112].

After World War II, the neighbourhood imaginary represented a specific challenge in
Italian design as well. Between 1949 and 1963, the idea of quartiere (neighbourhood)—more
or less autonomous or self-sufficient—guided the implementation of the Piano Ina-Casa
addressing the Italian reconstruction through the creation of new public housing and job
opportunities [113]. This experience contributed to discussions that in 1968 brought the
delivery of the Interministerial Decree no. 1444 on ‘planning standards’ and the mandatory
provision within town plans of quantitatively adequate development of collective facilities
and services in the growing cities (parks and sports fields, schools and libraries, civic and
cultural resources, social and health care centres, and parking lots) [114].
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2.3. In between Lessons Learnt and New Issues

The idea of a city being reorganised according to temporal distances and consistent
spatial spheres (albeit each time translated into different parameters and interpretations)
is nothing new. Today, as in the past, this idea highlights proximity as a key factor in
neighbourhood planning. However, by focusing on the neighbourhood unit and by claim-
ing that closeness can itself entail the reactivation of community ties, the risk of a purely
rhetorical use of the 15-Minute City is that it compresses urban planning into this single,
local, and variously understandable spatial dimension. The threat is that of overshadowing
the complex features of cities’ space syntaxes, as well as the contemporary call to integrate
many urban components and multiscale processes (settlements’ organisations, social and
economic trends, and ecological challenges).

Urban habitats are not only neighbourhoods: this can be argued by recalling the bias
that for more than a century has affected ways of implementing the idea of the (autonomous)
neighbourhood with the result of its often becoming a “communitarian trap” [115], a driver
for segregation rather than integration [116]. Today, uncritical use of the ‘city of proximity’
tends to repropose the concept of identity as a goal to be embraced or a value to be defended
without considering that identity can be a “poisoned word [although apparently] so clear
and beautiful, so confidently shared, of almost universal use” [117] (pp. xi–xii).

As a reaction to COVID-19 distancing measures, proximity has become a sort of
buzzword. If the rationality and progressive spirit of local planning actions driven by
welfare distribution cannot be contested, what we are witnessing could be defined as (to
paraphrase the Italian planner Giancarlo De Carlo) an “incontinent rise” [118] and an
“enthusiastic song” of proximity [119] (p. 15). However, in a historical phase of urban
societies that is characterised by disjunction and conflicts between individuals’ practices
and the variety of spaces where they take shape daily [120], a mechanical overlapping of
the ambiguous terms of proximity, identity, and community under the umbrella of the
neighbourhood idea appears more slippery than ever.

In contemporary cities, proximity truly is a “hidden dimension” [121], a physical and
“relational performance” of urban space [122,123] to be implemented by working on a city’s
specific conformation and the existing assets of public facilities and services, understood
as factors capable of inhibiting or activating new social practices and lifestyles [124,125].
Therefore, the link between neighbourhood planning and proximity should be attentively
reproblematised. Even though some of the issues raised by past experiences are still topical,
their contemporary fields of application are different, if only because of a general shift from
governing the expansion of cities to the renewal of their actual spaces and functioning.

3. Methodology. Investigating the Nexus between Proximity and
Neighbourhood Planning

Urban planning has made extensive use of ‘models’ to drive the construction of the
modern city. However, when settled territories become stratified palimpsests—that is, when
the city already exists and it is necessary to rework and regenerate it—the model takes on a
different meaning. On the one hand, it acts in a more mediated and metaphorical way. On
the other hand, it becomes a concise communicative (and sometimes promotional) formula
for conveying the contents of urban policies that are plural, complex, and inexorably
dependent on their site of application. As the literature and comparative review discussed
in the previous paragraphs show, this appears to be the case of the 15-Minute City when
understood as a label collecting various and significantly different urban actions.

If we focus on the spatial reorganisation of contemporary cities being the field of
urban governance and planning, the recent ‘proximity syndrome’ thus raises significant
operational issues. To address them, a step beyond registering the recurrent use of the
‘15-Minute label’ is necessary. Hereafter, a methodological approach to a deeper evaluation
of this neighbourhood-based model is described, from a definition of specific research
hypotheses and related questions to an analysis of a case study where urban policies will be
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investigated as a set of nonlinear relationships between the rhetoric discourse, the planning
and design instruments, and their actual outcomes.

3.1. Putting Proximity into Action: Three Research Hypotheses

Proximity is not just a banal closeness to facilities and services, nor is it a simple
connection to pedestrian, bicycle, and public transport routes: this first hypothesis prompts
us to question the relationship between local and city scales of action. In fact, refocusing
on the site-specific dimensions of urban planning requires a careful assessment of what
is local and what pertains to geographies that are increasingly broad and articulated.
Understanding “topophilia” as an exclusive bond with a place [126] (p. 9) clashes with the
emergence of contemporary practices of ‘multiple belonging’ that oppose the identification
of clear-cut boundaries within urban settlements [127]. Proximity is therefore difficult to
measure according to rigid spatial and temporal parameters; it is entangled in complex
layers of meaning, such as the image of a city, its rhythms, and the ways of living together
that enliven it.

Proximity is not a substantive term: this second hypothesis refers to the need to criti-
cally evaluate what should be connected and how, namely what can be understood as a
fundamental service within each urban context. The call is for the recognition of precise
urban spaces, uses, and activities, and for the redesign of interconnected frameworks of
common facilities. This perspective forces us to establish how an existing facilities can
become site-specific levers for regeneration, and what spaces and uses should be strate-
gically added as new ingredients for economic, social, and environmentally sustainable
transformations [128]. From this perspective, proximity prompts us not only to question
the physical dimensions of “welfare space” as a universal right of citizenship [129] but
also to reflect on how a more ubiquitous location of services—often being managed by
private actors—could be effectively fostered by public policies (think, for example, of
commercial facilities).

Proximity defies simplistic formulas: to go beyond a shallow use of a persuasive
and sweetened image of the 15-Minute City, this last hypothesis highlights the need
to implement its application on a case-by-case basis through a complex intertwining of
different planning tools, rules and standards, governance, and government routines. In
the construction of these instruments and processes, neighbourhoods and their particular
spatial fields should be identified on the basis of the relationships between a number of
material and immaterial resources within a specific city (e.g., spaces, goods, services, social
practices, actors), and the daily trips that people make from their homes to workplaces and
other facilities. A further complexity is that these boundaries do not always match those
locally established for administrative purposes (e.g., municipalities, districts).

3.2. Neighbourhood-Based Urban Planning and Policies: A Multi-Level and Multi-Field Analysis

In contemporary cities, to what extent do the various implications of proximity (and
neighbourhood planning) illuminate new perspectives on the topics of quality of life,
cohesion, attractiveness, and competitiveness? To answer these questions, it is necessary to
dive into the place-based and complicated dimensions of policy making.

In the following paragraphs, the proposed methodological approach is that of an
evidence-based investigation of the relationships between political statements, the contents
of planning and design toolkits, and their eventual effects on urban regeneration. Namely,
urban policies (and their actual use) [130] will be investigated as multilevel and multifield
mixes of argumentations, instruments, and actions [131]; a complex layering over time
of the ways urban governments and governance issues and aims are framed, their use
of a variety of words and meanings, and their reference to various sets of values and
interests [132].
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Critical reflection will be developed through a series of interconnected analytical steps:
from questioning how the 15-Minute City and the proximity/neighbourhood models are
used as general policy and political frameworks, to their coherence with the urban design
interventions, measures, and regulations expressed in general town plans and other urban
policies (e.g., housing, transport, public works, etc.), and up to the evaluation of if and
how resorting to these models concretely contributes to the building of overall city visions
capable of affecting ongoing urbanisation trends, social demands, and economic processes.

To be applied, this approach needs the selection of a pertinent case study, its prolonged
observation, and a careful de- and reconstruction of complex sequences of discourse, facts,
and tools. The chosen case study is the Italian city of Milano. Here, an analysis of primary
sources (e.g., the documents provided by the local administration) highlights the strongly
contextual, adaptive, incremental, and sometimes contingent dimensions of what we call
the 15-Minute City, as well as its acting as a versatile (and sometimes vague and persuasive)
collector of multiple urban policies.

4. Milano as Case Study. Proximity-Oriented Actions within a Paratactical
Planning Framework

Milano is among the large number of cities in the world that have recently taken on
the 15-Minute model. It is a committed and active member of the C40 Cities. In 2021, urban
planning played an important role in the program that led Giuseppe Sala to be re-elected as
mayor for a second administrative term. Specifically, planning is at the top of the thematic
overviews structuring the electoral program in a section with the headline “Milano easier
and easier. Milano at 15 min. Schools, sports, health, services, technology for the metropolis
of neighbourhoods” [133]. However, this orientation toward local dimensions of planning
may sound like a paradox for an urban area that, in the research on world cities carried
out by Peter Taylor in 2004, ranks eighth in global network connectivity, preceded only by
London, New York, Hong Kong, Paris, Tokyo, Singapore, and Chicago [134]. Notably, it is
a city that stands out in a global projection that appears far beyond its position in terms of
spatial and demographic size.

In the latest season of urban policies for the city of Milano, what were the reasons
for this new phase of neighbourhood and proximity-oriented planning, and what are
the characteristics of the measures undertaken for its implementation? This section will
provide some elements for exploring these issues, starting with the most recent adoption
of the 15-Minute City label, then diving into a series of planning documents and actions
produced in recent decades where the reference to neighbourhood-centred planning played
a prominent role.

4.1. The Appearance of the 15-Minute City Discourse in Milano

In Milano, explicit references to the 15-Minute City formula are relatively recent.
Quoting Giuseppe Sala’s 2021 electoral program: “A Milano that everywhere finds an
answer to work and services demands within 15′ from home is no less a dynamic and vital
city. Instead, it is a city that is permeated by an energy that characterises every part of it. It
is a city that no longer identifies itself only with its centre. It is a city that knows how to use
its urbanity in each of its neighbourhoods. It is a city that is healthier, more alive, and more
resilient. It is a safer and more controlled city. It is a city made up of citizens who seek and
find solutions close to their home and who use the rest of the city for all the opportunities
that are not replicable within 15′ from home” [133] (p. 10).

Before then, the locution 15-Minute City had appeared in the Adaptation Strategy
delivered by the Municipality, a document open to proposals and public participation,
which took shape in April 2020 as a reaction to the pandemic. According to the document,
“The purpose [ . . . ] is to develop a strategy for the so-called ‘Phase 2′, which will be
dominated by a radical change in the lifestyles of our residents and the reorganisation
of our cities due to the need for social distancing and other precautions related to the
coronavirus”. The document states that it is “important to rediscover the neighbourhood
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dimension (the city within a walking distance of 15 min), making sure that every citizen
has access to almost all services within that distance”. In the section on “Strategies, action
plans, projects”, the subsection dedicated to neighbourhoods and services outlines the
related actions to be promoted [135] (pp. 1, 3, 13).

The 15-Minute City has therefore emerged quite recently as an expression with prevail-
ing communicative functions, able to collect multiple action lines ex post. On the contrary,
an initiative oriented to the neighbourhoods—in particular, a policy aimed at the recovery
and care of the peripheries—has taken shape over a longer time, since the municipal urban
plan that was developed about fifteen years ago and finally approved in 2012. The expres-
sion 15-Minute City does not even appear in the General Report of the Municipal Urban
Plan (Piano di Governo del Territorio, labelled as Milan 2030 Plan) approved in October 2019
and effective from February 2020 [136]. In fact, what is present is a distinctive focus on
neighbourhoods. As will be discussed below, the use of different terms within strategies,
plans, and courses of action subtends a process of adaptive combining and incremental
adjustment of different operational fields, programs, and tools.

4.2. The Neighbourhoods Scale: A Local Basis for an Extended Upgrading Programme

Attention to a widespread upgrading of peripheral spaces was initially expressed
by the so-called ‘Periphery Plan’ (Piano Periferie) that the first Sala-led city government
promoted in October 2016. This ‘plan’ concentrated 356 million euros on specific parts of
Milano, mainly identified on the basis of their social and spatial problems: Giambellino-
Lorenteggio, Corvetto-Chiaravalle-Porto di Mare, Adriano-Padova-Rizzoli, Niguarda-
Bovisa, and Qt8-Gallaratese. These selected urban areas—within five ‘boroughs’ (municipi)
out of the nine constituting the decentralised institutional bodies of the Municipality—were
given exceptional funding for housing, infrastructure (in particular, sustainable mobility),
and welfare [137–139].

In October 2018, the Periphery Plan was reabsorbed into the more extensive–and
ecumenic–Neighbourhoods Plan, providing for a total investment of 1.6 billion euros
distributed among all nine city boroughs [140]. The change from peripheries to neigh-
bourhoods was not accidental. Instead, it responded to the aims highlighted by Sala at a
conference on social policies held in Milan in June 2021: “Stop talking about peripheries.
There are neighbourhoods and neighbourhoods. Many have made progress [while in
others] there are areas with problems that still need to be addressed. We will hurt ourselves
if we continue to distinguish between what is the centre and what is not [ . . . ]. Let us focus
where the problems are” [141]. Talking about neighbourhoods, therefore, becomes a way of
returning dignity to the outer districts, denying their peripherality, and putting them at the
centre of a wide-ranging city upgrading program.

The two editions of the Participatory Budget (Bilancio Partecipativo) that the Municipal-
ity of Milano conducted in the years 2015 and 2017–2018 responded to a redistributive logic
as well. The Participatory Budget is a process of civic participation that allows citizens to
propose, vote, and co-design public works to be finalised with the Administration budget.
The costs of the single projects vary from 100,000 to 500,000 euros and their location follows
a logic of equitable distribution among the different city boroughs (up to a maximum of
5 projects each) [142].

This brief report raises a relevant issue about neighbourhood-oriented urban policy.
Namely, whether and to what extent it is appropriate (and feasible) to plan a ‘horizontal’
spread of urban quality, rather than selectively focus on specific target areas and priorities.

4.3. Regenerating Public Space to Trigger Urban Liveability

To these neighbourhood-based interventions, the specifically oriented projects named
Open Squares and Open Streets can be added.

Open Squares is a course of action in the Neighbourhoods Plan: “it is a project of the
Municipality of Milano that takes on the tactical urbanism approach (an approach that is
addressed to involve inhabitants in urban regeneration processes at the neighbourhood
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level by using short-term, low-cost, and scalable spatial interventions and policies), in
order to bring public space back to the centre of a neighbourhood and of the lives of its
inhabitants. It aims to turn again squares into central places”, no longer using them only as
“parking lots or transit areas” [143]. As part of this program, tactical interventions in the
squares Angilberto and Dergano (September 2018), the Piazzale di Porta Genova (April
2019), and the intersection of Spoleto and Venini streets (September 2019) were carried
out (Figure 4a). At the end of 2019, a subsequent public call for proposals named “Open
Squares in every neighbourhood” collected from citizens, committees, and associations a
further 65 proposals to be developed in a co-design process.
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Open Streets is part of the Adaptation Strategy [135] (p. 9). It relaunches the ex-
periments carried out with Open Squares under the pressure of pandemic urgency and
with maximum use of light, cost-effective, fast, and reversible solutions. Open Streets
promotes a course of action specifically focussed on cycling and walkability: a program
of interventions supported by the elaboration of a ‘handbook’ of measures, as well as a
catalogue of examples of their application [144] (Figure 4b).

Squares are among the topics of the master plan of the city as well (Piano di Governo
del Territorio, PGT, 2019). Seven semi-peripheral squares are the subject of a redevelopment
and densification policy, which—according to the Transit-Oriented Development (TOD)
criteria for spreading centrality factors—addresses the more general goal of rebalancing
and regenerating the city outskirts. “2030 Milano plans to extend the centre beyond its
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current boundaries [ . . . ] also through the identification of new centralities, thanks to
the reorganisation of the nodes along the trolleybuses ring [ . . . ]. A system of squares
radically redesigned as gates with a pedestrian vocation [are understood as] hinges able to
stimulate investments for reshaping the public space and encouraging the renewal of outer
districts” [136] (p. 19).

Although the three aforementioned measures share a common goal to turn public
spaces into engines of urban regeneration, they take on different meanings and act on
parallel levels. In the ‘tactical’ actions developed by Open Squares, the emphasis is on
public space as a driver for regaining sociability, well-being, and liveability on a local
scale. The question is whether and to what extent projects that temporarily revive the use
of open spaces are meant as a proper test and a prelude to definitive arrangements, or
whether their temporary status implies that they are an open solution that will be reviewed
in time, somehow escaping more stable design choices. With Open Streets the tools of
tactical urbanism serve the fast readjustment of movement patterns in favour of slow
mobility; again, a critical issue could be that of implementing simplified and approximate
interventions that generate conflicts and unforeseen difficulties (especially for weaker
users), and/or elude demands for more structural works. Finally, in the case of the seven
semi-peripheral squares identified by the 2019 urban plan, a major emphasis is placed on
strengthening and creating ‘semi-decentralised sub-centralities’; here the upgrading of
public spaces is understood to be a lever to foster volumetric densification of the existing
building framework and the further development of the activities that are organised around
each node.

4.4. Nuclei of Local Identity: Planning Units to Address the Demand for Services

However, in the new 2019 PGT, squares and new centralities are not the aspects
that can be more specifically linked to the revived prominence of the proximity principles.
Although the reference to the 15-Minute City is recent, the attention paid to neighbourhoods
in the 2019 plan has a longer history [145].

In the previous 2012 PGT of Milano, the so-called Nuclei of Local Identity (Nuclei di
identità locale, NILs) were already treated as a foundation for the project being the result of
a “capillary description [ . . . ] through the magnifying glass of the different areas of the
city” [146] (p. 38). “To the NILs corresponds the vision of a ‘slow city’, based on proximity
relationships, and on the liveability of common and every day places” [147] (p. 136).

The NILs, drawn as a cluster of ‘bubbles’ of areas and related focuses [146] (pp. 39–41,
132, 134), explicitly recall what had been experimented seventy years earlier in the County
of London Plan (1943) [105]. The output is a map of Milano “that subdivides the city [ . . . ]
into areas which correspond to the various cultural and social identities, according to a
logic of belonging to the neighbourhood and of identification with a centrality” [146] (p. 39)
(Figure 5a).

As a way of “listening to the city”, the NILs ‘tell’ Milano by the ways of naming
and recognising places in space and time, through the use of toponyms that are rooted in
context and in the collective imagination. The NILs both identify local environments on the
basis of their individuality, distinction, and density of meanings, and are understood as
“fundamental in defining the so-called ‘demand for services’”. In this sense, the Nuclei of
Local Identity precisely acted as the matrix of the Plan of Services (Piano dei Servizi) [146]
(p. 40) [148]—the section in the general master plan that is targeted to ensure a rational
distribution of public facilities and planning standards (cf. Decree no. 1444/1968), areas for
public housing, road infrastructure, ecological corridors, and the green system connecting
rural and built-up sectors (Figure 6).
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Nowadays, this local-oriented approach has become almost a cliché in many big
cities, where any urban planning initiative at least declares a virtuous intention toward
citizens’ involvement and their active participation in the decisions concerning their living
environment. By intertwining with the minute administrative geography, the aim is to
enhance the role of the municipalities’ sub-articulation into ‘boroughs’ (municipi) and
‘districts’ (quartieri) as bodies offering the opportunity to develop urban policies that are
embedded in a local context. The outcome is a sort of ‘second level’ syntax of the spatial
project. Namely, in addition to overall city-scale objectives and strategies, the contents of
urban planning regulations and actions are defined in relation to the multiple ‘micro-cities’
recognised in urban settlement.

In the General Report of the 2019 PGT, the central role of the 88 NILs was emphasised.
Their ‘regularised’ map—a comprehensive mosaic of areas covering the entire municipal
territory—was placed at the beginning of the section titled “Milano of neighbourhoods”.
The following pages provide an “atlas” of interventions, conceived as “the tool used by the
PGT to address the theme of habitability, at the intersections among the minute scale of
urban spaces, the inhabitants, and their demands” [136] (pp. 104, 105, ff.) (Figure 5b).

However, if the NILs were already a reference for the planning of services in the
2012 PGT, in the 2019 plan they were given further value, becoming perhaps the most
powerful image—even in public communications—to describe the city. In the run-up to
the autumn 2021 administrative elections, the Milano of neighbourhoods has been an
insistently conveyed message.
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Milano is a city that eludes a ‘structural’ hypothesis about its spatial organisation.
According to Alessandro Balducci, who has been the city deputy mayor for planning in
recent years, it “has never had a real vision” [149] (p. 264). More precisely, Milano has
constantly disregarded any attempt to find an effective image—a structural frame—for a
selective representation of space in its policy; an image that today, however, the NILs seem
to reassuringly offer in the form of the paratactic mosaic of its neighbourhoods.

If, on the one hand, the Nuclei of local identity and the ‘Milano of neighbourhoods’
provide a solid and convincing base on which to check and integrate the disposal of services
through the regulatory mechanisms of the urban plan, on the other hand, this same image
appears elusive and less convincing with respect to the evolutionary construction of a
structural framework for the city. In fact, this construction cannot be understood as a
simple and automatic outcome of a number of courses of action that practically add one to
the other.

4.5. Neighbourhoods and City Vision: A Plurality of Strategies and Regulations

The General Report of the 2019 PGT—starting from the deputy mayor’s premise in
the document—adopts enumeration as its logic and communication strategy. A series of
themes and objectives are placed side-by-side, following a discourse that refers to a variety
of planning/policy fields and modes: general and spread-regeneration issues (centrality of
public space; increase in ‘social’ and ‘non-social’ housing offers; sustainability, embodied by
the provision of new parks; densification areas around some urban foci); the redevelopment
of large abandoned sites (former railway yards being the last remaining brownfields in
the industrial past of the city) and the organisation of ‘major urban functions’; minute
regeneration and simplification of land-use changes and flexibility for economic/productive
activities; and spaces of proximity on a neighbourhood scale combined with the affirmation
of Milano’s metropolitan dimensions and international projections.

Following some typical ways for city design recently adopted across Europe, “Vision”
is the chapter in the Report that states the flagship objectives and claims of Milano 2030: “A
connected, metropolitan and global city”; “A city of opportunities, attractive and inclusive”;
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“A green, liveable and resilient city”; “One city, 88 neighbourhoods to call by name”; “A city
that regenerates”. Their translation into “strategies” is provided in the third section of the
document, where the qualifying courses of action of the plan are identified by focusing on:
“Connecting places and people. Nodes as development hubs”; “Transforming, attracting,
excelling. The opportunity of urban voids”; “Innovating and including. Emancipating
through work”; “Making Milano equitable. More houses for social rent”; “Making room for
the environment. Projects for soil and water”; “Designing a new ecology. The standards for
sustainability”; “Adapting to social change. Services close to all citizens”; “Reconnecting
neighbourhoods. Public space as a common good”; and “Regenerating the city. Outskirts at
the Centre”. Between “vision” and “strategies” lies “construction”. This is the chapter that
both provides the knowledge basis and the interpretative background for the urban plan
and defines its technical content. Here the narrative and communicative register is set aside
to adopt a more ‘expert’ language, whereas the planning approach is well-summarised
in a sentence: “The proposal is intentionally aimed at marking a (further) shift from the
predictive plan to an incremental and adaptive model” [136] (p. 40).

Putting into action the orientation toward neighbourhoods, the general regeneration
option stated by the 2019 PGT, therefore, requires a detailed reading of the plan’s regulative
aspects. This is perhaps a final paradox, almost an oxymoron: the plan of strategies
addressed to citizens and the daily liveability of spaces is also very technical. The ability
to really understand it only comes through a careful study of its multifaceted normative
mechanisms, and the possible results of their intertwined implementation on a city and
neighbourhood scale.

When considering the specific planning measures aimed at enhancing the city’s prox-
imity performance, the case of Milano shows that they are the complex and pragmatic
outcomes of a process of stratification and the addition of plans (general, sectoral, spe-
cial, contingent), normative and procedural rules (either to be directly implemented by
public administrations, or aimed to incentivise private interventions), and policies (urban,
social, environmental, infrastructural, housing- and public works-oriented). In Milano,
the 15-Minute City does not act as a model nor as a specific and highly-defined program.
Instead, this locution makes it possible to gather under the same communicative brand
a set of diverse measures and actions designed to spread sustainability and habitability
goals. However, an ambiguous and undefined question remains: to what extent do the
main planned urban transformations really corroborate and enhance the restructuring of
Milano according to the isotropous image of a ‘city of neighbourhoods’; or rather, do they
stand on another level and respond to an opposing, polarising, and unbalanced rationality
(e.g., the one that usually drives development-oriented and market-led operations)?

5. Discussion. Beyond the Assumption of the 15-Minute City as an Urban Recipe

The review provided in Section 2 and the monographic focus developed in Section 4
highlight the strongly context-dependent features of the multifaceted set of urban policies
that today share a renewed neighbourhood—and proximity-oriented—approach. The
following paragraphs try to sum up some relevant aspects for a discussion on future
planning perspectives that the 15-Minute City can offer, with the aim of helping it go
beyond its mere assumption as a fashionable expression.

5.1. A Non-Trivial Machine

The appeal of the 15-Minute City is unquestionable. Nonetheless, it needs to be
carefully handled to become a driver for proximity- and neighbourhood-based transition,
and for consistent innovation in planning and policymaking. The risks of its simplified
adoption unfold from its eminently verbal use with limited effects on cities’ modifications to
a return to the uncritical application of quantitative parameters (e.g., distances and building
and population densities), and functionalist and zoning approaches. Even though the
experiences analysed demonstrate its potential for rethinking the ways local administrations
operate, the 15-Minute City more often appears to be an ex post ‘container’ bringing
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together different spatialised actions and times for transformations, rather than an ex ante
structuring vision.

In fact, the 15-Minute City is anything but a “trivial machine” [150]. “If, for example,
twice in a row we give the machine [the city and its project] the same input [the 15-Minute
model], the machine will not necessarily behave in the same way [ . . . ]. The results of a
city project will depend on the various dimensions of the specific situation of the territory
or city concerned, on their history, on the sequence according to which we introduce the
various inputs and ask them to produce certain outputs” [151] (pp. 135–136).

Different from the expansion of urban settlements and the construction of new cities
that have inspired the image of proximity and neighbourhood planning for more than a
century, contemporary urban situations call for the upgrading of existing and consolidated
urban frameworks. As the case study of Milano and other international experiences show,
dealing with a given and well-established context makes the 15-Minute City a challenge
and a “device” [152] (pp. 299–300), more than just a replicable model. Each time, this
challenge materialises in specific places by reinterpreting the forms and opportunities that
pre-arranged urban layouts offer and their limits and resistance to modification.

The use of the 15-Minute concept as a matrix for cities’ reorganisations is, therefore, far
from straightforward. If the success achieved at a global level demonstrates its versatility,
the need for its place-based adaptation raises questions about its general applicability.
Consider, for example, the significant presence of sprawling urban settlements all over
Europe, where the lack of proximity to facilities is difficult to overcome and transform into
an isotropic redistribution; or metropolitan areas characterised by strong polarisation in
central districts at the expense of more peripheral sectors, where large-scale mobility across
different resources and services constitutes a qualifying aspect.

5.2. Collective Equipment and Movements: Rethinking the Role and Set of Planning Standards

According to the 15-Minute discourse, the development of neighbourhood projects
hinges on proximity to collective amenities; however, the facilities for focus need to be
identified on the basis of the specific features and demands of a city and its populations.

As the recent debate about the fiftieth anniversary of the Italian Decree on planning
standards has highlighted [153,154], the fundamental facilities and services (for education,
leisure, culture, and health and social care) that public policies have implemented over
time can be understood as the nodes of more extensive urban regeneration, offering an
opportunity to meet new social, economic, and environmental needs. Strengthening the role
of existing facilities as city neighbourhoods’ cores goes far beyond their simple maintenance.
It calls for a deep rethinking of their physical organisation and performance, e.g., extending
their activities to outdoor spaces, as well as to more flexible temporal rhythms, different
types of users, services, and their management; and reconnecting public assets with each
other within an urban context as the components of a continuous spatial framework.
However, translating these goals into action is nothing but simple or mechanical; it requires
a radical re-equipping of urban habitats.

First of all, achieving proximity conditions implies the creation of an adequate system
of soft and sustainable mobility routes and the implementation of a variety of site-specific
interventions (the design of cycle paths and pedestrian areas, the widening of pavements
and the reduction of carriageways, the establishment of 30 km/h zones, etc.). For some
time now, the intense debate on walkability issues as being a driver for healthier cities and
citizens [155] has emphasised the objectives of these measures: transforming streets from
prevailing car use into spaces for safe and active mobility; and removing physical obstacles
to make urban spaces accessible to everyone, starting with the most vulnerable groups (the
elderly, children, people with disabilities, etc.). From this perspective, tactical interventions
can help kickstart the process but they are not enough [156]. The demand is for a stable and
structural upgrading of walking itineraries, being both capillary and city-wide. Moreover,
the 15-Minute parameter should consider other modes and speeds of travel, understood
as components of a programme created to improve the efficiency of public transport and
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multimodality [157]. The idea of proximity thus shifts its focus from the physical contiguity
and concentration on facilities within each neighbourhood to their temporal accessibility at
an urban level.

The objectives underlying the 15-Minute City also prompt us to include new facili-
ties in the established set of basic standards and services. The reference is, for example,
to infrastructures for sustainable production of energy and management of waste cy-
cles [158]; spaces for the cultivation and trade of agricultural products within ‘short supply
chains’ [159]; and areas for the development of ecosystem services, through nature-based
solutions and green and blue networks [160]. Again, their fulfilment is locally based but
cannot be limited to this scale.

Finally, the issue of smartness—being intrinsic to the idea of the 15-Minute City—calls
for significant technological and infrastructural interventions and innovations in the field
of service delivery: from healthcare to home automation, transport, trade, and work. Their
implementation entails a coherent program of public action and investment that should
cover the entire city and guarantee equitable access to digital networks and the use of the
Internet of Things through careful governance of the technological reconversion of services
provision and its social impacts [155].

5.3. Densities and Mixed Uses: Matching Regulations and Policies

The physical, social, and functional implications of densities and mixed uses—two
more fundamental features of the 15-Minute City—also show high degrees of complexity.
The recurring call for ‘compactness’ and building densification may contradict the request
for facilities and open and green spaces ‘of proximity’. To match these expectations, density
needs to be reconceptualised as a combined spatial and temporal condition of closeness,
coexistence, and intensity of use of places for living, working, and socialising [161,162].

If the goal is to counteract the wastage of soil and environmental resources, the quest
for greater ‘flexibility’ in the functioning of existing spaces is strong. Moreover, the rigidity
of their layouts and uses has shown its weaknesses during the pandemic when the supposed
balance in the daily rhythms across different urban areas failed. During the lockdown
phases, houses accommodated the forced cohabitation of different household members and
their activities and working practices, whereas social inequalities in housing provision and
the inadequacy of the dimensional and distributive configuration of dwellings, became
evident. In the meantime, offices remained empty and many commercial activities ceased.
The dynamics that will mark post-pandemic urban life are still uncertain; however, the
hypothetical persistence of the so-called smart working—even if not extended to all sectors,
nor to all days of the week—makes the treatment of these imbalances unavoidable.

The right to an affordable and decent home for all has returned to being at the core
of urban agendas as well [163], as the need to rethink building control according to the
emergence of new lifestyles and households (e.g., single parents with children, the elderly,
and unconventional forms of cohabitation among different population groups). These
dynamics trigger the reconfiguration of both the spaces inside the dwellings according to a
new conception of existenzminimum [164], and also their external extension in proximity
spaces that are usable on a time basis and in a shared way for the management of family
routines [165].

However, talking about ‘hybrid’ spaces—the combination of compactness and co-
presence—should not become a generic call for ‘vagueness’ nor be pursued through a
simplistic liberalisation of land use. In fact, an urban space is ‘versatile’ when its conforma-
tion and the way it is equipped are suitable to host a plurality of uses in reversible ways
and to manage their eventual conflicts. This implies careful evaluation of the compatibility
and ‘right distance’ between different activities and facilities, a reflection of their equitable
provision and assortment within single neighbourhoods and the city as a whole. Planning
regulations (their quantitative, functional, and performance contents) should be revised
accordingly. No less important is questioning how and to what extent public policies can
effectively govern the dynamics that are linked to private actors’ direct interventions and
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the distribution of estate values in different urban sectors (such as those driving the location
of commerce, leisure, and work).

6. Conclusions. Towards a New Perspective for Urban Regeneration?

As the analysis of a number of recent policy and planning experiences shows, the
various courses of action that the 15-Minute City refers to are generally presented as locally
based ‘urban regeneration’ measures. Even if some applications in urban expansion and
extensive new development programmes can be acknowledged (the main reference is to
Asian countries), more often the aim is to re-activate punctual but pervasive dynamics in
worn out, neglected, and trivialised existing urban situations. Yet in spite of this, when
trying to explore the effectiveness of the 15-Minute City idea, the very meaning of its call for
regeneration and the conditions for its concrete application need to be attentively analysed.

The ‘regeneration project’ strongly differentiates from what the previous planning
season called ‘urban redevelopment’. This change in terms stems from a substantial dissat-
isfaction. Current urban dynamics appear to be increasingly complex, vague, and fluid,
eluding the distinction between places of ‘intensive’ transformation (e.g., the brownfields
inherited from the cities of early industrial modernity) and places of ‘spread’ modification
(e.g., the spaces of ordinary adjustments within more consolidated urban sectors). As a re-
sult, the topicality and effectiveness of past key instruments are questioned, namely the use
of large and intensive ‘urban projects’ as unitary processes, projecting the redesign of large
urban areas in a controlled and long-term time frame. Concurrently, the growing attention
to sustainability issues, and the ubiquitous and metabolic nature of their challenges, bring
the diffused quality of urban habitats back to the centre of planning practice.

In this perspective, regeneration is understood as net-like and as a device that is able
to gather and systematise transformative opportunities that are heterogeneous, of variable
dimensions, and often minute. It is characterised by being incremental, open also to
temporary solutions for built and open spaces, and to the involvement of a panel of players.
It admits gradualness, even uncertainty and partiality in realisation. Retrofitting operations
of the housing stock and its contexts are among the multiple fields of regeneration, but one
of its main protagonists is public space and the areas and resources that can be transformed
into it. Existing poles of service are equally important, together with the widespread
number of facilities that can become ‘welfare spaces’ in new and original ways.

In the frame of the contemporary regeneration season, the environmental performance
of urban habitats and the proximity dimensions are key features. They constitute the
spheres of spreading urban policies and administrative action. By combining sustainability
and proximity, regeneration prompts a deep change in the contents of the city project,
and in the very form of the urban plan. Specifically, it questions the selective concept of
‘structure’ that marked planning debate and practice in the 1980s and 1990s. If the goal
of environmental performance refers to a higher and more general level of measures, ex-
ceeding accidental and contextual spatiality, the emphasis on proximity, and the promotion
of habitability conditions as close as possible to all citizens, suggests an image of the city
as the aggregation of single and theoretically equally-balanced local contexts. Under the
drive of sustainability and proximity, the search for an overall city ‘structure’ is, thus, often
replaced by a ‘strategy’ that acts by the simple overlapping of paramount (but generalist)
and specific (but episodic) interventions.

However, when dealing with current urban conditions that are far from spatial, social,
and economic isotropy, the goal to achieve a sort of ‘daily self-sufficiency’ of the ‘units’
making up the 15-Minute City cannot escape the programmatic choices of a ‘syntactic’
overall project. The dark side of the call to strengthen local identities is evident: it may
result in a superficial mitigation of the conditions of segregation already afflicting some
parts of the city, or it may become the driving force behind the gentrification of some urban
sectors, leading to a rise in real estate values and to the displacement of the most vulnerable
members of the population. In the absence of precise priorities and of a spatialised vision
for the urban setting as a whole, a city perspective cannot simply take form from the
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paratactic application of a model drawn to the scale of the neighbourhoods, no matter how
locally harmonious it may be.

Consider, for example, new technological and ecosystem infrastructures. They can
permeate neighbourhoods, but at the same time, they owe their efficiency to relationships
and connections whose effects unfold on a wider scale, also contributing to shaping new
spatial organisations, functional characterisations, and economic values within single urban
sectors and the city. Similarly, rethinking the geography of equipment according to criteria
of diffusion and physical proximity cannot apply to all facilities, which are also subject to
the selective principles of rationalisation and hierarchical distribution. Hence, a city project
for mobility and public transport aimed to allow accessibility to urban strategic nodes from
the different sectors and neighbourhoods is of pivotal importance.

No less decisive is turning public policies toward multiscale and multisectoral organi-
sation. The reference is to the integration of, among others, housing policies (social and
public housing first); the territorialisation of social and health services; the upgrading and
opening up of school spaces and activities to the city and to new uses; the definition of
regulatory, fiscal and incentive measures for rebalancing real estate values and opportuni-
ties and for supporting commercial activities and workplace resettling in neighbourhoods;
and the construction of new public/private partnerships and forms of collaboration with
citizens in the management of common goods.

As the critical analysis of the 15-Minute City idea—of its historical roots and current
variable evolutions—has highlighted, the return to a proximity- and neighbourhood-based
approach can help tie up the loose ends of an increasingly animated debate on urban
transition. However, to do so, the 15-Minute device needs ‘form and organisation’. Its
implementation and effectiveness precisely depend on the concrete and contextual con-
formation of each city. In this sense, the idea of the 15-Minute City appears to be a useful
tool to implement an integrated project of regeneration and re-equipping, but it also needs
some design framework and structure capable of addressing transformations, and their
space and time location and sequences (what to do first, what to do later, where, and why).
Namely, it needs a syntax for an urban planning course of action that is incremental and
adaptive but not limited to the contingent, blurred, and agnostic appeal of a catchy label.
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